ENGLAND THANKS MR. MORGENTHAU

His Services in Helping British Envoy to Leave Turley Broadcasts

TERCENTENARY SHOW

Indian, grey, Dee and City Jr. the names by which the most prominent fashion personalities are known, will be among the guest speakers when the Indian Dee and City Jr. tercentenary show is held in the Theatre. The show, to be given in connection with the tercentenary of the Indian Dee and City Jr., will be held on November 7th. The show will be given in the Theatre and is expected to be a success.

C. F. MURPHY, JR., SETTLES

Perry Damages to Boy Hurt in Automobile Accident

Another important announcement has been made by the Henry W. Perry Damages Company. The company has decided to settle with the boy who was hurt in the automobile accident in the Theatre. The settlement will be made in the Theatre and is expected to be a success.

LEATHER WILL WIN

WAR, HE SAYS

Committee Formed to Increase Fund for Hospitals

Another important announcement has been made by the Henry W. Perry Damages Company. The company has decided to form a committee to increase the fund for hospitals. The committee will be made up of prominent members of the community and is expected to be a success.

REPAY FAVOR WITH SHOT

C. F. MURPHY, JR., SETTLES

Perry Damages to Boy Hurt in Automobile Accident

Another important announcement has been made by the Henry W. Perry Damages Company. The company has decided to settle with the boy who was hurt in the automobile accident in the Theatre. The settlement will be made in the Theatre and is expected to be a success.

P. S. 25, MANHATTAN TO THE FORE

Starting changes feature this week's vote standing. Several schools have made wonderful efforts, and new schools, the energy of which is indicating complications to the contest.

As predicted last week, Public School 25, Manhattan, springs a real surprise. It has added almost 150,000 votes to its last week's total, reaching the remarkable total of 500,000 votes.

Trending close behind, Public School 17, Manhattan, shows a slight upturn. The third school in the 100,000 class is LaSalle Academy. LaSalle has been the leading school in the contest and its present position is considerably to their total. Several new entries will be noticed.

Class II shows Lafayette School continuing its remarkable work, with Lyman High School and Bruce Stuart School, Newark, going along with new vigor.

Class III develops no change in the relative standings, but shows two new entries that promise interesting things in either week or two-week, Association School, Old Testament.

The voting will be heavy this week without doubt. Perhaps the Sunday vote will be somewhat less than usual, but don't let that discourage you.

The vote standing next Sunday will be a decided indication of the outcome. It is expected that the vote standing at that time will be a decided indication of the outcome.